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Let D be the factor of the enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra by its minimal primitive ideal with
trival central character. We give a geometric description of the Chern character ch: K0(D)-»//C0(D) and the
state (of the maximal ideal m) s: Ko(D)-»/Co(D/m) = Z in terms of the Euler characteristic ;(:K0(.2")-»Z, where
3C is the associated flag variety.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: 17B35, 16E20, 19A49

1. Introduction

Let G be a connected, semi-simple, complex algebraic group, let g be its Lie algebra
and let £/(g) be the enveloping algebra of g. Let P be the minimal primitive deal of t/(g)
with trivial central character and set D = U(Q)/P. Then D has a unique maximal ideal m
(the annihilator of the trivial representation) and £>/m = C. We consider here the
relationship between three natural functions on the Grothendieck group K0(D). First,
there is the Chern character, ch: K0(D)^HC0(D) where HC0(D) = D/[D, /)] = C is the
zero-th cyclic homology group. Second, the natural map D-*D/m induces a map
s:K0(D)->K0{D/m) = Z. In Theorem 3.1 we observe that ch and s coincide (via the usual
embedding of Z in C).

The third map is induced from the Euler characteristic on the associated flag variety
G/B where B is a Borel subgroup. Let <% denote the sheaf of differential operators on
G/B. The Bernstein-Beilinson Theorem establishes an equivalence of categories between
the category of D-modules and the category of quasi-coherent ^-modules. From this
one may deduce that Ko(£>)sK0(G/B). Thus the Euler characteristic *: K0(G/B)^Z
induces a function on K0(D). The relation between this and the above maps is given by
Theorem 2.9. Let x denote % composed with the duality automorphism of K0(G/B); that
is» 5f[^] = z[^*] f°r a ny locally free sheaf S. Then via the above isomorphism, s
coincides with %

It is a pleasure to thank Collier Coutinho for many helpful conversations.

2. Reduced ranks

2.1. The results announced in the introduction will be proved in a slightly more
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general situation. Let J be a complete, homogeneous space of G, that is & = G/P for
some parabolic subgroup of G. Write Gx for the structure sheaf of SC. The sheaf of rings
of differential operators on 3C is denoted by 3>x and 3(3C) = T{3:,2ix), is the ring of
globally defined differential operators on SC. Then, by [4, Thm. 3.8], Q)(dC) is isomorphic
to a primitive factor of U(q) with trivial central character. Thus 3>(9C) has a unique
maximal ideal m, the image of the augmentation ideal of C/(g). Note that m is
idempotent and <?(fF)/m = C- Let rc = dim 3C.

2.2. Denote by ^^-mod the category of i^-modules which are quasi-coherent when
considered as Cj-modules and by ^^-mod the category of ^(#>modules. The main
structural result we use is Beilinson and Bernstein's famous theorem [2,5].

Theorem. There is an equivalence of categories between i^-mod and £ (̂#")-mod given
by the mutually inverse functors:

, Jt) and Mv-*S>X (X)S(;r) M,

for Jfs 2) x-mo& and M e 3>(3f)-mod.
It then follows from [3, VI. 1.10], that Q){3C) has global dimension less than or equal to

2n. (In fact, an easy extension of the methods of [10] will give equality here.)
2.3. An important consequence of Beilinson and Bernstein's theorem is that the exact

functor F (9C, 2)x (X)«>r_) induces an isomorphism in K-theory. Let Ko(^) denote the
Grothendieck group of the category of coherent Cj-modules. It is canonically isomor-
phic to the Grothendieck group of the category of vector bundles on %. Similarly,
Ko(£%(2£)), the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely generated ®(#")-modules,
is canonically isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely
generated, projective ^(#>modules.

Theorem [1,7]. The functor T(9[,Six^)Ca._) induces an isomorphism r. K0(SC)-*

2.4. If $ is a vector bundle on 9C, denote by 2)s the sheaf of differential operators with
coefficients in S, that is:

where &* = HomOl{8,0X), is the dual bundle. The natural inclusion Ox<^3lg makes 2>e a
quasi-coherent fl^-module. We denote by !3g-mo& the category of i^-modules which
are quasi-coherent as C^-modules. The following result is well known and easy to prove.

Lemma (Geometric Translation). There is an equivalence of categories between
@£-mod and ^ - m o d given by the mutually inverse functors

J(\-*3)x <^)Or S* (X)s,, M and Jf>-+8 (X)^ 9>x (X)3l N,

for JteStf-mod and Jf &<2ix-moA.
25. Let C be the one-dimensional simple <#(iF)-module, @(9T)/m. Consider the

functors:
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and

Since Q)(SC) has finite global dimension these functors have finite (co)homological
dimension. It is easy to see that there is a natural isomorphism:

x)_, C).

In particular, we have the following:
Lemma. There are natural isomorphisms:

Ext'sm(_,C)sHomc(Torf(ar>(C, _),C),

for each i^O.
Since the functors C(X)2(a-, and Hom3(X)( , C) are exact on short exact sequences

of finitely generated, projective modules they induce an abelian group map s:
K0(^(#"))->K0(C) = Z such that for any finitely generated ^(#>module M,

s[M]= X (-l)idimcTOrf(ar)(C,M)= £ ( - l)'dimc£x4(r)(M,C).
i = 0 1 = 0

Theorem 2.6. Let S be a vector bundle on Of. There are vector space isomorphisms:

(a) ExS9Vc4XiX, 9 (g)% g), C) s H'(X, $*).
(b) Torf<ir»(C, T(X, 3) ® s , *)) s //"" '(3T, * ® O r o),

w/ierc w is the canonical sheaf on 9C.
Proof. Note that (b) follows from (a) using Lemma 2.5 and Serre duality. Let us prove

(a). Beilinson and Bernstein's theorem (2.2) implies that there is a vector space
isomorphism

(gkr g), C) £ Extfa^Q (g) Ol S,

Geometric translation (2.4) gives another C-linear isomorphism:

and the next lemma shows that this latter vector space is isomorphic to H\9C,&*), as
required.

Lemma 2.7. Let S be a vector bundle on 3C. IfJfe 3>g-mo& then
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Proof. It is enough to show that if J e Q!g-mn& is an injective object then it is flasque,
for then we may compute the cohomology of Jl in the category 3>g-moA. To do this it
is in turn sufficient to show that J is an injective object in the category of quasi-
coherent 0,3-modules, by [6, Exercise III.3.6, page 217].

Suppose then that 0-*^-*^ is an exact sequence of quasi-coherent tf^-modules and
that / : !P '-*J is an fi^-module morphism. There is an induced morphism / :
3>g§§ex!F -*•? of quasi-coherent ^-modules. Note that as 3>e is flat as an ^-module,
0-*@g®o1[&-*3>s®ery is s t i " exact. The injectivity of J ensures that / extends to a
^-module morphism h: 2dt®es

<S-*J. Now the composed morphism &-*@g(§$)oT
y^+J clearly extends / and so J is injective in the category of quasi-coherent
Ca-modules, as required.

Corollary 2.8. If S is a vector bundle on 3C and i>n then Exti
miC)(r(^,2>^)l!)r8),C)=0.

2.9. The functor T(SC, ) induces an abelian group map x: K0(#")->K0(C) = Z given
by

i = 0

Note that xl&~\ is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of J5". Define f. K0(£)->K0(C) =
by Z[^] = z[<^*] f°r a ny locally free sheaf 8.

Theorem. There is a commutative diagram:

Proof. Let S be a locally free sheaf. From Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.8 we have
that

XW = E (-1 YExt'wctnar,®x(X)%S),C) = s\T(3x®%fl] = J«T[«^].
i = O

2.10. One can extend the last result to certain other primitive factors of U(Q) using the
translation principle. For convenience, and for the remainder of this section only,
assume that SC = G/B. Our notation is that of [2]. In particular h is a Cartan subalgebra
and if k e h* is integral, then 6(X) denotes the associated line bundle. We write 3>x for
the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in Q{k—p), where p denotes the half-
sum of the positive roots. The ring of global sections Dx = Y{9[,3iJ) is a primitive factor
of U(Q) and has a unique maximal ideal m,,. If k is dominant and regular then [2]
shows that F(3T, ): ®A-mod-»Drmod is an equivalence of categories and, by [7], the
map T :̂ K0(#")->K0(DJ induced by r(a",^A(X)(!,!r_) is an isomorphism. For any
invertible sheaf if, define x?- K0(2C)^Z by xA&r~\=(-Wx\.&®ex&\ Notice that by
Serre duality, if S is a vector bundle then xJL&] —
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Define sx to be the natural map K0(DA)-*K0(DVm/i). Since DJmx is simple artinian,
we may identify the latter with Z.

Corollary. Suppose that A eh* is integral, dominant and regular. Then there is a
commutative diagram:

The proof of the Corollary is a routine consequence of Theorem 2.9 and the
translation principle. We leave this, and the appropriate generalisation of Theorem 2.6,
to the reader.

3. Chern characters

3.1. In this section we show that the Chern character ch: K0{@(2C))^HC0{3)(3:))
essentially coincides with the state s: K0(3)(9C))-*Z. Recall first the definition of the
Chern character. Let R be an algebra over a field k. Then one defines the zero-th cyclic
homology group of R to be the /c-vector space

HC0(R) = R/\_R,Rl

where [/?,/?] denotes the fc-linear span of all xy—yx for x,yeR. There is a natural trace
map (or Chern character) ch: K0(R)-*HC0(R) defined as follows [9]:

If Af is a finitely generated, projective ^-module then M ©K^R", for some n, and so
one can associate to M the idem potent matrix eeMJ^R) given by e | M = lM and e | K = 0 .
Now ch(M) is the trace of e modulo [/?, /?],

ch(M)= £«« + [*.*] e HC0(R).
i = i

3.2. It is clear that \9(SC),2i(3C)'\<^m. On the other hand, since C/(g) = J ' ( g ) 0
, l/(g)] it follows that S( f ) = C®[©(f ) ,®W]- Hence

We can thus regard ch as a map to the complex numbers.
Theorem. The image of ch is Z and the diagram:

commutes.
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Proof. Let p: *2>(9C)-+9)(3C)lm be the canonical homomorphism. It is easy to see that
s=ch°K0(p). Moreover, the diagram

)) s C
HC0(p)\\

) ^ C

commutes and HC0(p) is the identity map. Thus the Chern character ch:
HC0(@(2£)) = C coincides with the map s. The result then follows from Theorem 2.9.
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